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BLOCKCHAIN GOVERNANCE CHALLENGES: BEYOND LIBERTARIANISM

Outi Korhonen* and Juho Rantala**

This essay considers the ideological context of blockchain technology. This technology is often celebrated for its
potential for decentralization, distribution, privacy, and a lack of intermediaries and coordinators for transactions
and general governance. Because of these features, blockchain technology, and, in particular, its most famous inau-
guration—the bitcoin blockchain—is frequently identified with libertarianism.1 In this essay, we argue that the
ideological context of blockchain technology is much more complicated. In addition to unraveling a number of
background ideologies and their role in this technology, we raise the ontological issue concerning the relationship
of ideology to technology.2 These matters have implications for, among other things, the approach that should be
taken to blockchain’s governance, as well as how international lawyers may approach this “foreign”-seeming phe-
nomenon that has its proponents from the European Central Bank to the United Nations (not, however, forget-
ting the private sector nor the digital underground).

Libertarians, Cryptoanarchists, and Hacker Ethicists

According to David Golumbia, the ideological inflections of blockchain technology are primarily right-wing or
right extremist.3 According to this view, blockchain is valued for its potential to add business and financial trans-
action value and efficiency and make the financial industry quicker, more transparent, and globally formalized.
Milder characterizations of blockchain’s ideological presuppositions link the development history of blockchain
technology with “libertarian-esque” ideas of the cryptoanarchists and cypherpunks, including JohnGilmore, Julian
Assange, Eric Hughes, and Hal Finney.4 On the other hand, it is often said that blockchain technology manifests a
number of ideas from new social movements, cooperativism, and the sharing economy.5 Also, the hacker ethics
movement(s) (explained below) have been a breeding ground for blockchain technology. From the latter perspec-
tive, the position of the mainstream misses the mark. As Meltem Demirors states: “if your idea of bitcoin finally
succeeding is boomer banker bros finally getting it and trying to co-opt it for their own gain . . . then I don’t really
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know what to tell you.”6 The blockchain developer community, as other communities, constantly argues about its
vision of the technology.7

Statements of hacker ethics, with their many variations, have proposed such imperatives as “information wants
to be free” (free to move, free of charge) and “mistrust authority,” while promoting artistry and creativity. As one
hacker described, the aim is to strive for a better world in which everyone can “speak without fear of reprisal, . . . be
anonymous if they so choose, [and] . . . participate in a dialogue where one is judged by the merits of their words,
not the color of their skin or the timbre of their voice.”8 One statement of the hacker ethic, asserted as a “cate-
gorical imperative” (the “Hands On Imperative”), postulates that “(a)ccess to computers and hardware should be
complete and total.”9 Hacker ethics has striven to “remove any barriers between people and the use and under-
standing of any technology, no matter how large, complex, dangerous, labyrinthine, proprietary, or powerful.”10

Another hacker ethics proponent claimed that, already in the 1980s, it was evident that “[t]he computer system has
been solely in the hands of big businesses and the government. The wonderful device meant to enrich life has
become a weapon which dehumanizes people. . . . [T]he government doesn’t use computers to arrange aid for
the poor, but to control nuclear death weapons.”11

The Ideology of a Technology

Many argue that blockchain, like any other technology, is not politically neutral. According to Francesco Galati,
blockchain technology is not ideology-free and should be discussed in terms of ideology rather than added value.
Blockchain is essentially a political, not a technological, idea dating back to the teachings of Lao Tzu.12 For Galati,
the libertarian elements in blockchain’s ideological background are both left- and right-wing libertarian.13 In each
case, it is deeply ideological and, thus, any governance using it will incorporate and spread the ideology. A more
nuanced view is that it is the human operationalization of a technological application in a material-physical envi-
ronment that imprints the operations in question with ideological content.
Any assertions about the ideology of the blockchain and blockchain-facilitated governance can be either correct

and/or misguided depending on which kind of ontological position one assumes. Martin Heidegger’s analysis of
tools and technology has been widely discussed with reference to the development of artificial intelligence as well
as other emerging technologies. Also Rantala, referring to the potential of blockchains, argues that blockchains as
technological schemes cannot be reduced to the cognitive images of their designers.14 Even if blockchain technol-
ogy is exploited to add value in a number of industries, there is at the very least residual enrichment accrued outside
the industrial value chains in question—from access to open source code, for example.15

As a part of an ideological performance, a tool and a technology can be assigned different roles. Wessel Reijers
and Mark Coeckelberg argue that blockchain is more than a technology since it has become a powerful narrative
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and governance ideology that promises automated governance through code.16 As noted above, the usefulness of
blockchain has been championed by those advocating for the sharing economy, platform cooperativism, decen-
tralized horizontal networks, and social movements to facilitate governance without establishing hierarchical bod-
ies. In such proposals, the motivation is to avoid corporate governance prevalent in the platform economy and
move toward self-governed networks in the digital space. For proponents of blockchain working in this vein,
blockchain represents a materialist solution to governance, thus effacing subjective decisions by human actors.
Materialist governance is “engineered, encoded, and inscribed to take place independently of active subjective con-
sideration.”17 One must not forget, however, that this role has been assigned to blockchain technology as a result
of human advocacy and involvement. The blockchain itself does not “speak” or “intend” materialism, coopera-
tivism, corporate governance, right or left libertarianism, or hierarchy any more than a hammer or a hydrological
dam, even if it can be utilized in performing skills, including governance skills, that project these ideological
visions.

Governance Crusade Born Out of the Financial Crisis

It has been proposed that the contemporary ascent of blockchain technology was set in motion by the invention
of the bitcoin blockchain that grew out of anger at the financial crisis. Although similar technologies and visions
had been presented before, it was the crisis of 2008 that is said to havemotivated themysterious Satoshi Nagamoto
to create bitcoin. It is said that bitcoin is “a crusade in the costume of a currency.”18

In a Kierkegaardian vein, the politics of hacker ethics is about shifting away from external authority to everyone
accepting their own authority and the accompanying responsibility, and becoming authors and facilitators—of
choices, solutions, and checks and balances on various systems. While in the past, to gain voice and authority,
an author needed intermediaries to market and distribute their message, hacker ethics-inspired blockchain gov-
ernance seeks to do awaywith the power of themiddle, i.e., the gatekeepers, the bookkeepers, and the authoritarian
institutions that accredit, verify, limit, represent, showcase, or censor others. Bitcoin blockchain was the first tech-
nology to show that even the bank ledger did not need to be in centralized hands and the authority of the ledger
keeper could thus be distributed. Many philosophers, including Kierkegaard andWeil, like many of the blockchain
pioneers, espouse anonymity and see the best leaders as agents who seek to facilitate “in others a transition from
authority exercised over them to authority vested in them individually.”19 They both set self-effacement (even ego
destruction) as the goal to create, serve, and unite in humanity.20 Thus, the pursuit of anonymity should not be
automatically reduced to extremist privacy or to a “hiding from the government” mentality; it can have quite dif-
ferent political and philosophical inflections.
However, when authority, authorship, and agency get redistributed, many unforeseen things tend to happen.

The visions of the cypherpunks, for instance, did not include the scenario that their favorite technologies get
co-opted by public and private powerhouses, such as the FANGþ, TBTF-companies, or the Chinese
Communist Party. Blockchain technologies were constructed by many of their pioneers to be run as global

16 Wessel Reijers &Mark Coeckelbergh, The Blockchain as a Narrative Technology: Investigating the Social Ontology and Normative Configurations of
Cryptocurrencies, 31 PHILOS. TECH. 103 (2016).

17 Jaya Klara Brekke, Kate Beecroft & Francesca Pick, The Dissensus Protocol: Governing Differences in Online Peer Communities, 3 FRONTIERS IN
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networks with potentially unlimited amounts of nodes—each working, authoring something, and having the
inalienable authority attached to these agencies. Of course, other pioneers and coders intended adding value
and global formalization of transactions and records.

Blockchain-Based Governance: From Visions to Experiments

The year 2020 saw wide-scale institutional adoption of blockchain technologies. It was also the year of the force-
ful co-option of blockchain-powered cyberspace by governments and business groups, according to blockchain
pioneer Amir Taaki. In addition to developing blockchain technology and giving it a face, Taaki’s projects against
this co-option include the use of blockchain-based governance to build an autonomous region in Rojava,
Northern Syria. The region is to be governed as a direct democracy based on libertarian, socialist, and anarchist
principles “that promot(e) decentralization, gender equality, environmental sustainability as well as religious, polit-
ical, and cultural tolerance and diversity.”21 These are linked to hacker ethics imperatives, such as “(f)ree your
fellow man, give him the tools (and) the knowledge to fight oppression.”22 According to Taaki and others, the
co-option of the blockchain space means investment and development being increasingly in the hands of “actors
who don’t necessarily have a philosophical vision or goal we originally had in mind.”23 He identifies examples such
as ConsenSys, central banks, and social media giants, e.g., Facebook.
The bio-engineering scholar Aatresh has argued that non-fungible tokens (NFTs) are an important part of the

shift in the technology sector away from a consumer tracking and advertising-based attention economy toward a
“creator economy.”24 The creator economy emphasizes the potential of creators of art, such as a piece of music,
that today can easily be human or not, individual or collective, utilizing new or recycled materials. In the gaming
industry, the creation and distribution of NFTs, through platforms such as Enjin, seek to put the focus on the
gamer instead of the commercial game maker. The idea is that gamers should not be tied to the “jurisdiction” of
one corporate game at a time and that they would be able to travel cyberspace with their “fruits” of gaming (e.g.,
trophies, purchased elements, scores). For Aatresh, NFTs enable us to “rethink the intersection of money and
power” in cyberspace.25 They also call for the rethinking of communities online. Rather than making more
room for constructive, digital, and collective engagement, the present configuration of cyberspace causes negative
emotions and radicalization to spread.26 Aatresh sees the creator economy and NFTs as shifting toward authen-
ticated creation away from noise and toward decentralizing financial power, sharing in and supporting others’ ini-
tiatives (e.g., through crowdfunding).27

Many banks and global financial operators, such as the SWIFT group, build and experiment with blockchain-
facilitated operations with the help of traditional megaconsultant firms (e.g., Accenture).28 The Santander Bank
has used blockchain technology for its governance meetings and reports increased efficiency.29 It is important to
note that when proprietary organizations use blockchain technology, they use closed chains and afford no

21 Hollerith, supra note 7.
22 See Anonymous, supra note 8.
23 Hollerith, supra note 7.
24 Aishani Aatresh, Digital Health Is Civic Health, HARV. POL. REV. (Mar. 15, 2021).
25 Id.
26 Id.
27 Id.
28 SWIFT & Accenture, SWIFT on Distributed Ledger Technologies: Delivering an Industry Standard Platform Through Community Collaboration

(Position Paper, 2016).
29 Attracta Mooney & Nicholas Megaw, Santander Shows Potential of Blockchain in Company Votes, FIN. TIMES (May 17, 2018).
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anonymity. Thus, these two key libertarian or anarchist features are optional, not, as is often assumed, sine qua non
for blockchain.
JayaKlara Brekke, Kate Beecroft, and Francesca Pick analyzed two open blockchain-based online communities,

namely Genesis DAO and Ouishare. For them, blockchain technology-based governance, often described as
“consensus algorithms,” is better described as a way to navigate with communal “dissensus.” They discuss voting,
staking, and forking as consensus/dissensus mechanisms that, for them, are the main “blockchain governance
ideologies.”30 Their analysis highlights the open-endedness, dissociation, lack of follow-through, and passivity
of the community-members from which all democratic governance suffers. They also emphasize the importance
of adding off-line communication to blockchain governance because it better injects “historically and culturally
specific practices”31 into community governance and that seems at odds with “supposedly universal mecha-
nisms”32 that the blockchain governance technology by itself represents in their view. From the perspective of
coding science and, in particular, developers of assisted and artificial intelligence, it is not, however, that code
is incapable of giving effect to historical, cultural, and other human nuance. Rather, it is a question of the intricacy
of the code and, consequently, the time and resources spent in creating it.33

Conclusion: Blockchain Governance Challenges

The ideologies of blockchain development and governance need to be more diligently discussed also by inter-
national lawyers whenever blockchain technology is invoked as a solution to a social issue—be it consensus-seek-
ing, dissensus-management, facilitations of transactions, value storage, value creation, or general governance, such
as a UN initiative on blockchain for sustainable development.34 Blockchain governance challenges are not help-
fully analyzed by identifying all of the technological variants discussed under blockchain and diagnosing these as
libertarian, right-wing, anarchist, socialist, or otherwise. Cyberspace communities and their ideologies, especially in
the digital underground, are too poorly known.35 It is also important to remember theHeideggerian analysis of our
human connection to our tools that enables their quasi-embodiment and also critical distancing.
When considering the ideologies, ethics, and ontological positions that have been briefly discussed in this essay,

it should be clear that blockchain technologies invite various ideas to be put into use in cyberspace. They may also
invite off-line interactions to complement algorithm-facilitated dissensus-management as a new variety of gover-
nance in the platform economy—a variation to address the old malaise of democracy. Ideological branding is
effective in attracting users’ and commentators’ attention but it may also miss the ideological context of technol-
ogy. Lawrence Lessig emphasized the culture of coders;36 yet, not only the coders but every user and actor brings
ideological framing into the blockchain-facilitated governance and is also able to be self-critical about it.
Simultaneously, while ideologies narrow the societal direction of these technologies, their networked nature main-
tains openings.

30 Brekke, Beecroft & Pick, supra note 17.
31 Id.
32 Id.
33 See Philip E. Agre, Toward a Critical Technical Practice: Lessons Learned in Trying to Reform AI, in SOCIAL SCIENCE, TECHNICAL SYSTEMS, AND

COOPERATIVE WORK: BEYOND THE GREAT DIVIDE 131 (Geoffrey Bowker, Les Gasser, Susan Leigh Star & William Turner eds., 1997).
34 See Shamika N. Sirimanne & Clovis Freire, How Blockchain Can Power Sustainable Development, UNCTAD (July 22, 2021).
35 See Anonymous, supra note 8.
36 LAWRENCE LESSIG, CODE, AND OTHER LAWS OF CYBERSPACE, VERSION 2.0 (2005).
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